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Posted on 15 December 2017 By Debbie Macomber
Amazing EPub, Moon Over Water Author Debbie Macomber
This Is Very Good And Becomes The Main Topic To Read,
The Readers Are Very Takjup And Always Take Inspiration
From The Contents Of The Book Moon Over Water, Essay By
Debbie Macomber Is Now On Our Website And You Can
Download It By Register What Are You Waiting For Please
Read And Make A Refission For You
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What an exciting read Filled with mystery and intrigue

Bunnicula

Several twist and turns and a very surprise ending too I
loved every minute of the book and had a very hard time
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putting it down I needed to know what would happen
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next.
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This was one of Debbie Macomber s finest love stories
Lorraine goes to Mexico to meet her father, she thought
was dead In the process, an artifact is hidden in her

Neurology: The Amazing
Central Nervous System

suitcase, It had been stolen and Lorraine is implicated
She escapes on a boat with Jack who pilots the boat and

Pinkeltje en de boze

they encounter Carlos who seems to keep coming back

tovenaar

to try to kill them It s a very well written story full of
suspense Lorraine is a little too foolhardy and gets them
all in trouble She knows how to take care of herself and
Jack, when he s injured It was a perfectly entertaining
audio tape that made my road trip a great one.
Reply
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So many flawed, unlikeable characters After her mother s
death, Lorraine is shocked to learn that her father wasn t
a war hero and didn t die of Leukemia when she was
three, he was a deserter and member of a terrorist group

that blew up a building in protest of the Vietnam war He
ran off to Mexico to avoid prison for the accidental death
of a security guard He totally felt bad about it, so it s okay
He s a good guy He loved Raine s mom than anything,
but he was lonely and had a couple children out of
wedlock with his housekeeper a woman just three years
older than his daughter Grossssssss Raine is engaged to
marry good old Gary, a nice but somewhat controlling
patronizing man she doesn t really want around while she
s grieving, so it s no surprise that she falls in love with
and has sex with exciting Jack It s because Jack is such
a great guy, has nothing to do with trauma bonding Gary
is annoyed that she hasn t called while reuniting with her
father and is lonely for the two weeks or so she s been
gone, so who can blame him for going to dinner with and
kissing a an attractive coworker Jack thinks Raine s
already married, not engaged, so he pretends to be dead
so she ll go home and not break up her marriage
Eighteen months later, when he comes back to her, she
forgives him easily, since she doesn t have any residual
issues from when her father faked his own death and
abandoned her The story wraps up with the real fantasy
of the story that you can just pick up where you left off in
the third year of med school, graduate despite an
unplanned pregnancy, easily finish a residency with a
baby, then go on to run a busy clinic run off of charitable
donations.
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I really enjoyed this
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Two haiku review Her father s not deadShe finds him in
MexicoThen she s in troubleVery nice suspenseI liked
characters a lotTerrific ending
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Lorraine Dancy has just discovered that everything she
believes about her father is a lie starting with the fact that
Thomas supposedly died years ago Now she s learned
that not only is he not dead, he s living in a small town
south of the border In the process of tracking him down,
she manages to get framed for theft and pursued by the
real thief, the police and a local crime boss Her Father s
friend Jack Keller agrees to help her escape, although
Lorraine s reluctant to depend on a man like him.Jack s
every bit the renegade Lorraine thinks he is an ex
mercenary and former Deliverance Company operative
He s also the one person who can guide her to safety But
there are stormy waters ahead, including an attraction
neither of them wants to feel An attraction that s as risky
as it is intense for both of them The sooner he can get
Lorraine home, the better My ThoughtsThis was a bit
different than most books I ve read by DebbieMacomber
This book was of a romantic mystery of sorts.It really didn
t draw me into the story Some of the things that
happened in the story were just to way over the top for

me Especially, all the things that supposedly happened in
one day I just couldn t buy itNeedless to say, this was not
a favorite book by Debbie Macomber for me, and I
usually really like her books This book is part of my
personal library, and I awarded Sooner rather than Better
2 stars.
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Would you like some cake with that frosting Don t get me
wrong, I love happy endings In fact, when a book like this
doesn t end happy, I feel immensely disappointed But in
this case, the ending was even too sappy for me It
dragged on and on until the author had tucked away all
the loose ends and wrapped the story in shiny purple
paper with a big yellow bow Even though there was a lot
of violence and danger in this book, the only people who
ended up dead were the bad guys Any mistakes or
reckless choices the good guys made were promptly
forgiven Ruined relationships were salvaged
estrangements were repaired every child in this book was
well behaved and infidelity resulted in new realizations
and ended up increasing everyone s happiness Need I
say The writing was good, but I just could not buy that
Jack, the womanizing mercenary, was in any way the
marriageable type His thoughts and all the thoughts of
the male characters for that matter read like the thoughts
of a woman Yes, I know we live in the age of equality,
where we like to think men and women are the same But
I m sorry, I don t buy that men and women think about
love in the same way Otherwise, it was a good read The
pacing was good until the end when the darn thing
wouldn t end and the author kept introducing characters

from her previous books Anyway, I digress.It was a
delicious cupcake Just, when you eat it, scrape the
frosting off first.
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The twists and turns about her dad Lorraine finds, made
a real interesting subject Knowing your whole life one
way, come to find out many things were really different
than she was lead to believe, kept me wondering I really
enjoyed the mix of romance, suspense and adventure
Found this was a hard to put down book.
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Best yet The Deliverance Series are without doubt the
best books Ms Macomber has written I could hardly wait
to finish one book to start the next Lovedthe characters.
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Still cleaning off the shelves.
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